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The Looks
The Looks originated not out of a single vision, but 
rather through the collaboration of a group of strong 
characters, all with different talents, all bringing their 
personal vision to the project. For example, the local 
building squad, bar and club builder heroes, who build 
everything from tables to reception desks, from rubbish 
bins to the courtyard stage. Everything in the hotel, 
from the beds to the lights has been built, created or 
hand-picked especially for it. “My approach was to do 
a collage world, not a clean, designed world”, says 
Werner Aisslinger.“ It shouldn’t be something where 
everything is clean and perfect, but rather one with 
something family-like in it, a bit of chaos. It’s not so 
much ambitious architecture or interiors stuffed with 
details.” Aisslinger, the creator of the world-famous Loft 
Cube living concept, was excited to join in creating what 
he calls a “new typology of hotel”. “Tom and his team 
wanted community at every level, not an anonymous 
place where you just check in”, he says. Aisslinger has 
created a relentlessly personal space that combines 
mix-and-match, flea market finds with thoroughly 
thought-out, innovative use of space. The interior places 
an emphasis on a cosmopolitan, forward-looking use 
of materials at an extremely reasonable price point, 

so that backpackers and business and leisure travelers 
alike can enjoy a special social space. Stylists Anja 
Knauer and Sibylle Oellerich worked with Aisslinger to 
decorate rooms in a personal way that connects to the 
history without relying on kitsch. “The thing people in 
East Berlin do now is to take old stuff, put it together and 
get something new”, says Knauer. She and Oellerich 
scoured flea markets and antique shops, finding sugar 
bowls to mount on the wall for use as towel racks, flower 
vases that are transformed into soap dishes, different 
books for each room. “These elements have a story 
behind them”, says Knauer, “a connection to the past of 
this city. You  typically see this around Berlin, but not in 
hotel rooms!” 

The Architecture
A landmark building from the turn of the last century, the Michelberger’s 
shell is a former factory with details typical of the period. These include 
a clinker brick façade, a generous courtyard, high ceilings, stone 
archways and massive paned windows. Repurposed as a hotel, the 
natural advantages of all these features are obvious: space and light 
to allow easy interaction and a sense of ease and play.


